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© 1996-2020, Amazon.com, Inc. o afiliados. Todos los derechos reserves. Bring the most iconic of all magical creatures to life with Flutterbye Flying Unicorn.Magically monitor your flight as it floats over the palm includes: 1 Flutterbye Flying Unicorn, 1 starting base with cord, 1 instruction sheet. Decorated with a beautiful golden horn and dazzling wings, the Flying Unicorn is the most magical companion.
Your Flutterbye Flying Unicorn lies between flights on its sparkling charging base and easily restarts at the touch of a button. Only 6 AA batteries (not included) are required for internal use. With Flutterbye Fairies, magic is in your hands! And now the girls can control the graceful flight of the most majestic and magical Unicorn! Just press the button on its decorative basis and it miraculously takes off in a
fabulous flight. Watch her gracefully flutter as you guide her with the palm of her hand. Raise your hand gently, and it will rise. Put your hand down and it will follow your example. With sparkling wings and a beautiful golden horn that lights up, your Flying Unicorn will nod everyone who sees it. Bring the most dazzling of all the fabulous creatures to life with flutterbye Flying Unicorn.Show More What it is for
any child who wished for his own unicorn, Flutterbye Flying Unicorn provides a quirky flying creature that puts flight control in the palm of your hand. It comes with a flying unicorn figure and a starting base. You will need to charge the unicorn first by connecting it to the base. Once it is ready, unplug the unicorn from the base and place the unicorn on the floor in an open area. Click the start button on the
base, and make sure you stand at arm's length from the unicorn. The status light on the base will flash green, and the unicorn is gone. The unicorn will hover over the outstretched hand. It flies for about four minutes before it needs to be recharged. To lower the unicorn, click on the base. Don't grab a unicorn while he's flying. Funny? There's a bit of a learning curve for this toy, mainly because you're not so
much in control as you're chasing after it with your arm outstretched or running away from it because it keeps moving too close to your face. Our unicorn ran into the walls and ceilings a lot at the beginning and that's why you need to fly this in a very open area. (But don't worry if the unicorn really hit the wall. This toy will inspire the magical pretend to play, but it requires children to have patience, both in
learning to fly and waiting for its replenishment every four or five minutes. Who is it for the Flutterby Flying Unicorn for ages 6 or more. What you need to know about the base requires six AA batteries that are not included. The unicorn runs on a rechargeable LiPo battery. It will take 30-45 minutes to get a full charge. There's a curve in this toy. In the beginning, you really don't control You're chasing him or
running away from him. Learning how to get a unicorn to soar over your arm is a bit disappointing. The flutterbye flying unicorn is only used indoors. It is recommended that the long hair be tied back before the game, so that it does not get tangled in the wings of the unicorn. October 20, 2015, to try this off the factory and after reading the directions that were easy to read our little one couldn't wait until the
magic beagan.shes laughed all the time and smiled at the same time. Nevre saw it so memorable with the game. Didn't want to put it down. Glad to have got to try this. Helpful? October 21, 2015 After getting a chance to try it my daughter still can't wait to play evryday with this. Once I figured out how to work she couldn't put it down. Done very well and loves it when we turn off the lights so that it glows like
magic. Any little girl over 3 will just love to have this toy. Helpful? Takes 6A batteries, they don't last very long, also you have to charge the unicorn, and that lasts about 1 hour, then you put it back at the docking station where it charges from the batteries. The design looks a bit funny. It seems difficult to control, flies again and again. Not good if you have little kids around because it can fly at them and scare
them, or hit them. Don't take it outside because he's going to fly. My daughter loves it, it's very nice when it works. At first she played with him all the time, but now he just sits on her shelf. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? My children had two. The first broke as easily as your flew it to the floor and damaged the screw. This one lasted, but we kept a close eye on them. It's very beautiful. And a great
gift. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? It's a funny toy! I bought it for my three-year-old. She asked Santa for a flying unicorn like Onchao from Mia and Me. She has a hard time letting it fly very high... It's probably more for 5-6 year olds, but overall, it's a fun toy! Helpful? October 30, 2015 We were lucky enough to get this item for free to try to honestly consider as BzzAgent. My 6-year-old daughter's
eyes almost popped out of her head when she saw the box. She immediately shouted: FLYING UNICORN?! NO WAY!! Unfortunately though we not only had to scrounge around for the batteries it needed (not included), but she was also disappointed that she would have to wait more than 1/2 hour for the toy to fully charge. The only negative things I noticed about the Flutterbye Fairy-Flying Unicorn: 1)
Battery not included 2) Charging time is about 1/2 hour.... For a small child it seems 2 years old. 3) Charging lasts only about 5 minutes and you have to recharge it. 4) The control box has only a stop and go function, it would be great if there was a way to direct the direction of the unicorn. Other than that, it's still a huge toy. My daughter still so much fun with it. Even our dog is intrigued, except when he's
about to land nearby, he darts away. Our Ours inside our house was not so high and it continued to crash into the ceiling and walls. So we found that it is much better to fly it outside our home where it has much more space to fly. I'm surprised though this unicorn took a pretty lick from hitting the walls, ceilings and pavement, it's still in one piece. Helpful? October 21, 2015 Frustrated flutter bye fairy flying
unicorn free from bzzagent in exchange for my honest review. My 6 year old daughter was excited and had fun playing with this game. After playing with him for 3 days here is my review. Pros: 1. Raise and lower the palm of your hand. 2. Daughter loved the look and design and function. 3. Light and very durable. 4. Unicorn horns light up and daughter loved pressing a button on the base to raise the
unicorn in flight. 5. If out of control can get into the charging base and stop flying. Cons: 1. It takes about 30 to 45 minutes to charge and after charging the unicorn will fly for 4 to 6 minutes and then you have to charge again for another 30 to 45 minutes before you can play with it again. 2. Can easily get out of control and get tangled up in the daughter's hair and rotors that rotate around potentially can hit
the child in the eye or face. 3. I feel it's overpriced. I got it for free from bzzagent, but I think it costs about 15 to 20 dollars. 4. Not flying consistently. Sometimes it hung, as it was supposed, and at other times was very out of control. Also, as the charge wears out gradually flies lower and lower until it fully charges again. Overall, it's a fun toy to play with and my daughter loved playing with it, but I didn't feel
comfortable letting her play with it while unattended. I would have let her play uncontrollably if she had her hair tied back and was wearing some glasses to protect her eyes. One big thing about a flying unicorn is that if it gets out of control you can get into the charging base and it will stop flying. Helpful? October 26, 2015I received the Flutterby Fairy - Flying Unicorn free from BzzAgent. After waiting 45
minutes for a flying unicorn to charge, my daughter was very happy to see how the toy worked. She was able to run the unicorn about 3 times and then the unicorn stopped working. The concept is a great idea, but unfortunately the execution does not come. Nothing seems to be wrong with the toy either, and we've also tried to change out the 6 AA batteries, which it also requires as well. Needless to say,
this toy has been very disappointing to us and I would recommend it to other people, but I can't as I fear it will only cause disappointment for other girls. Helpful? This overpriced gift was the only thing the child wanted for his 6th birthday. The child got to use it twice for a total of 15 minutes before he died. Thinking that it should be recharged, we left it for the night, it never worked again. The author is a
walmart.ca client. Helpful? My 3-year-old daughter wanted this. Christmas is so bad. Everything was charged and ready to go on Christmas morning. When we started it it was loud and screeching but the worst part was it only worked for about 7 minutes. My kids will love it for these 7 minutes. I charge it again, turned it on again, the screeching started again, but it never flew again. I boxed it and carried it
back to Walmart. There was no problem with exchanging it for a new one. Brought it home, charge it, this time it worked, maybe 2 minutes. It's such a disappointment. I only gave it 1 star because I couldn't pick 0 starsSigned walmart.ca client. Helpful? Customers. Helpful? flutterbye unicorn instructions pdf. flutterbye flying unicorn instructions. flutterbye unicorn charging instructions
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